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MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES NEEDED

CC1065  My Acrylix® Hello Paradise
E1030  My Acrylix® Handwritten Print
D1684  My Acrylix® Beach Days
Z3165  Fundamental Stickers Whimsy Pack
Z3122  Enamel & Glitter Duos Blue Dots
Z1263  Bitty Sparkles
Z3091  Pink Enamel Gems
Z3189  White & Gold Ribbon
Z2196  Smoothie Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2642  Flaxen Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2195  Lagoon Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2641  Glacier Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2648  Sapphire Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2172  Whisper Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2197  Pear Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2640  Thistle Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2163  White Daisy Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2164  Sorbet Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2643  Canary Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2192  Pacifica Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2153  Sweet Leaf Exclusive™ Stamp Pad
Z2128  Hollyhock Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2117  Crystal Blue Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2653  Pomegranate Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z2173  Slate Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z726  Sponge Daubers
Z1979  Marvy® Uchida® LePen™ Journaling Pen
Z1471  Ruler
Z1151  3-D Foam Tape
Z534  Micro-Tip Scissors
Z1999  1" Circle Punch
Y1000  1" µ 1" My Acrylix® Block
Y1002  1" µ 3½" My Acrylix® Block
Y1003  2" µ 2" My Acrylix® Block
Y1006  3" µ 3" My Acrylix® Block
Y1009  2" µ 3½" My Acrylix® Block
Y1010  2" µ 6½" My Acrylix® Block
X7206B Regatta Paper Packet

Various Cardstock and Fundamentals

PLEASE NOTE:

To achieve some of the stamping looks depicted in the pictures 
provided, you will need to use various sponge dauber techniques.  
Below are explanations for three different sponge dauber 
techniques. When a particular technique is referenced in the 
instructions, refer to this page for step-by-step instructions. 

  Sponge Dauber Technique #1: Completely ink stamp in one 
color, and then use a dauber to apply different colors to edges  
or portions of the inked stamp. 

  Sponge Dauber Technique #2: Completely ink stamp in one 
color (lightest), and apply a second color M of the way up from 
the bottom (medium). Then apply a third color L of the way up 
from the bottom (darkest). This creates an ombre effect. 

  Sponge Dauber Technique #3: Rub dauber on stamp pad. Using 
a circular motion, rub off the majority of the ink onto a scratch 
piece of paper until you get a smooth, light, even color. To apply 
to project, rub the dauber gently in a circular motion, starting off 
the edge of the paper and gradually bringing the dauber onto the 
area to be inked. This should create a smooth, light, sponged look.

Hello Paradise Album Instructions
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12" µ 12" EXPLORING PARADISE LAYOUT  

SIZE  PAPER

12" µ 12" (2) White Daisy Cardstock
4" µ 3" (5) White Daisy Cardstock
6" µ 4"  White Daisy Cardstock
6¾" µ 2¼" White Daisy Cardstock
½" µ 3¼"   Smoothie Fundamental 
4¼" µ 3¼" (5) Smoothie Fundamental 
½" µ 8" (2) Glacier Waves B&T
1" µ 8"  Sapphire Waves B&T
8" µ 8""  Sapphire Waves B&T 
½" µ 2¼"  Flaxen Sand Dollar B&T 
7" µ 4"  Ombre B&T 
7" µ 8"  Ombre B&T

SUGGESTED PHOTOS

(3) 3" µ 4" 
(2) 4" µ 3" 
(1) 6" µ 4"

PREPARATION

1.  Using Flaxen ink, stamp large flower  onto extra White Daisy 
cardstock and cut out.

2.  Using Whisper ink, stamp dolphin onto extra White Daisy 
cardstock and cut out.

3.  Dovetail right end of ½" µ 3¼" Smoothie strip; use Flaxen 
Fundamental stickers to spell “EXPLORING” on the strip. 

4.  Cut out the 4" µ 3" Sapphire striped Picture My Life™ card and  
then cut a ½" strip off the top to create a ½" µ 3" piece. 

5.  Add journaling lines to the 6¾" µ 2¼" White Daisy cardstock,  
with the first line starting about 1" from the top; mat with 7" µ 4" 
ombre B&T.

ASSEMBLY (LEFT PAGE)

1.  Attach 7" µ 8" ombre B&T to page, 2" from left edge of page and  
2" from the top.

2.  Attach 1" µ 8" Sapphire waves B&T directly below ombre B&T.

3.  Attach ½" µ 8" Glacier waves B&T directly below Sapphire  
waves B&T.

4.  Attach ½" µ 2¼" Flaxen sand dollar B&T directly above ombre  
B&T, placing it 1¾" from left edge of ombre B&T.

5.  Layer ½" µ 3" Sapphire striped Picture My Life strip over Flaxen 
sand dollar B&T, placing it 1" from left edge of ombre B&T.

6.  Layer “EXPLORING” strip over Picture My Life strip and  
ombre B&T. 

7.  Using Flaxen ink, stamp small flower image onto page base to the 
left of the Picture My Life strip.

8.  Using sponge dauber technique #1, ink entire wave border stamp 
with Glacier ink; apply Lagoon ink to bottom half of wave border, 
and stamp image below Glacier waves B&T, keeping left edge of 
stamp in line with left edge of strip as shown.

9.  Center 6" µ 4" photo on ombre B&T, placing photo 1" from the top 
of the ombre B&T.

10.  Mat 4" µ 3" photos with 4¼" µ 3¼" Smoothie Fundamentals and 
attach one mat to each side of 6" µ 4" photo using 3-D foam tape.

11.  Embellish page as shown using stamped flower, Fundamental 
stickers, blue dots, and bitty sparkles.

ASSEMBLY (RIGHT PAGE)

1.  Attach 8" µ 8" Sapphire waves B&T 1" from left edge of page and  
1¾" from the top.

2.  Attach 8" µ ½" Glacier waves B&T directly to the right of Sapphire 
waves B&T.

3.  Attach journaling mat to Sapphire waves B&T, placing ¼" from 
right edge and ¼" from the top.

4.  Mat 3" µ 4" photos with 3¼" µ 4¼" Smoothie Fundamentals; attach 
two mats to top and bottom of Sapphire waves B&T paper at desired 
angle; place third mat between first two using 3-D foam tape.

5.  Using sponge dauber technique #3, add softened Canary ink to 
page base directly below journaling and fade across the bottom left 
side of the page.

6.  Using sponge dauber technique #2, ink entire “PARADISE” stamp 
with Glacier ink, apply Lagoon ink, and then apply Sapphire ink; 
stamp image onto page base below journaling. 

7.  Using sponge dauber technique #1, ink wave border stamp with 
Glacier ink and then apply Lagoon ink to bottom edge; stamp 
image below 8" µ 8" Sapphire waves B&T, with about 2" of wave 
border directly below “PARADISE.”

8.  Using Glacier ink, stamp splash image above the wave border 
image, just to the left of the “PARADISE.”

9.  Embellish page as shown using stamped dolphin, Fundamental 
stickers, blue dots, and bitty sparkles.
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12" µ 12" DISCOVER DREAM INSPIRE LAYOUT 

SIZE  PAPER

12" × 12" (2)  White Daisy Striped B&T 
4V" × 3V" (3)  Lagoon Cardstock 
3¼" × 3¼" (2)  Glacier Waves B&T 
3¼" × 3¼" (6)  Sapphire Waves B&T 
5" × 11"   Sapphire Waves B&T 
3" × 3"   Sapphire Waves B&T 
3¼" × 3¼" (2)  Pomegranate Bows B&T 
3" × 3" (5)  White Daisy Cardstock 
4" × 3" (3)  White Daisy Cardstock 
¾" × 3¼"   Flaxen Sand Dollar B&T

SUGGESTED PHOTOS

(4) 3" × 3" 
(3) 4" × 3"

PREPARATION

1.  Trim Pomegranate knotted rope zip strip to ½" × 3½". Dovetail  
both ends.

2. Trim Sapphire chain zip strips to ½" × 11" and ½" × 3¼."

3.  Trim “You are sunshine for my soul” from zip strip as shown. 
Dovetail both ends. 

4.  Using Sapphire ink, stamp anchor onto extra White Daisy 
cardstock; cut out or punch out with 1" circle punch.

5.  Using Pomegranate ink, stamp large starfish onto extra White 
Daisy cardstock and cut out.

6.  Add journaling lines to one 3" × 3" White Daisy square if desired, 
placing lines 1" from top and bottom. Using Pomegranate ink, 
stamp small starfish onto the left side of the last journaling line. 
Mat with 3¼" × 3¼" Sapphire waves B&T.

7.  Attach ½" × 3¼" Sapphire chain zip strip to the top of journaling. 
Tear ¾" × 3¼" Flaxen sand dollar B&T as desired, and attach to 
bottom of journaling. 

8.  Using 3-D foam tape, attach large starfish to bottom left corner  
of journaling. 

9.  Using Sapphire ink, stamp “Salt in the Air” sentiment onto center 
of one 3¼" × 3¼" Glacier waves B&T square.

10.  Cut one 3" × 3" Sapphire Waves B&T in half diagonally to create 
two triangles. Cut an extra ½" off the longest edge of one triangle 
to create a slightly smaller triangle. Flip this triangle over so the 
Pomegranate Bows pattern shows. Attach the Pomegranate 
triangle to the Sapphire triangle, keeping the longest edges flush.

ASSEMBLY (LEFT PAGE)

1.  Place 5" × 11" Sapphire waves B&T ½" from top, bottom, and right 
edges of page; attach ½" × 11" Sapphire chain zip strip directly below.

2.  Mat three 4" × 3" photos with 4V" × 3V" Lagoon cardstock; attach 
to Sapphire waves B&T, keeping an equal distance between all 
mats, as shown.

3.  Layer Pomegranate knotted rope zip strip on left side of Sapphire 
chain zip strip as shown using 3-D foam tape.

4.  Using Sapphire ink, stamp “DREAM” from My Acrylix® 
Handwritten Print onto page base to create title; “DREAM” should 
be centered and approximately 1" below zip strip.

5.  Using Glacier ink, stamp wave border image directly below title, 
with waves and letters overlapping slightly.

6.  Using Flaxen Fundamental stickers, spell “DISCOVER” on left side 
of title. Attach “INSPIRE” from Fundamental Sticker sheet to right 
side of title.

7.   Attach Pomegranate and Sapphire triangle (assembled earlier) to 
bottom of page, keeping the longest edge of the triangle flush with 
the bottom of the page; the triangle should be 1" from the right 
edge of the page. 

8.  Using 3-D foam tape, attach “You are sunshine for my soul” zip 
strip to triangle as shown. 

9.  Embellish page as shown using stamped anchor, Fundamental 
stickers, and pink enamel gems.

ASSEMBLY (RIGHT PAGE)

1.  Mat two 3" × 3" photos with 3¼" × 3¼" Pomegranate bow B&T 
squares. Mat two 3" × 3" photos with 3¼" × 3¼" Sapphire waves  
B&T squares.

2.  Keeping squares ¾" from all outside edges of page and W" from 
each other, attach 3 rows of squares to the page in the following 
order (left to right):

  First Row: Sapphire waves matted photo, Pomegranate bows 
matted photo, 3¼" × 3¼" Sapphire waves B&T. 

  Second Row: 3¼" × 3¼" Glacier waves B&T with “Salt in the Air” 
sentiment, Sapphire waves matted photo, 3¼" × 3¼" Glacier  
waves B&T. 

  Third Row: 3¼" × 3¼" Sapphire waves B&T, Pomegranate bows 
matted photo, journaling square.

3.  Embellish page as shown using stamped starfish, Fundamental 
sticker, and pink enamel gems.
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12" µ 12" DESTINATION PARADISE LAYOUT 

SIZE  PAPER

12" µ 12" (2)  Whisper Cardstock 
1" µ 12" (2)  Crystal Blue Fundamental 
2" µ 1½"   Thistle Fundamental 
2" µ 1"   Thistle Fundamental 
2" µ 10½"  Thistle Fundamental 
2" µ ½"   Glacier Waves B&T 
5" µ ½"   Glacier Waves B&T 
6¼" µ 4¼"  Flaxen Sand Dollar B&T 
6¼" µ 6¼"  Flaxen Sand Dollar B&T 
2¼" µ 2¼" (4)  White Daisy Cardstock 
6" µ 4"   White Daisy Cardstock 
6" µ 6"   White Daisy Cardstock

SUGGESTED PHOTOS

(3) 2" µ 2"  
(1) 6" µ 4" 
(1) 6" µ 6"

PREPARATION

1.  Using sponge dauber technique #2, ink entire parrot stamp with 
Flaxen ink, apply Lagoon ink, and then apply Thistle ink. Stamp 
image onto extra White Daisy cardstock and cut out.

2.  Using sponge dauber technique #1, ink large leaf with Flaxen ink 
and add Pear ink to top and left side. Stamp image onto extra 
White Daisy cardstock and cut out. Repeat to create a second  
large leaf.

3.  Add journaling lines to one 2½" µ 2½" White Daisy square if 
desired, placing the first line ¾" from the top.

4.  Cut out the 4" µ 3" Flaxen stars Picture My Life™ card. Trim 1"  
off the side, creating a 4" µ 2" piece; stars should be at top.

5. Cut both Glacier polka-dot zip strips to ½" × 12."

ASSEMBLY (LEFT PAGE)

1.  Attach 1" µ 12" Crystal Blue Fundamental strip to bottom of page 
with white pattern showing; attach ½" µ 12" Glacier polka-dot zip 
strip directly above.

2.  Attach 2" µ 1½" Thistle Fundamental to right edge of page, keeping 
right edges flush; place 5" from bottom of page.

3.  Place 5" µ ½" Glacier waves B&T strip directly to left of Thistle 
Fundamental and 4¼" from bottom of page.

4.  Mat 6" µ 6" photo with 6¼" µ 6¼" Flaxen sand dollar B&T. Using 
3-D foam tape, attach mat directly to left of Glacier wave strip  
and 3¾" from bottom of page.

5.  Attach 4" µ 2" Flaxen stars Picture My Life card directly to the left 
of Flaxen sand dollar B&T mat and 5" from bottom of page; attach 
2" µ 1" Thistle Fundamental to bottom right corner of the card, 
keeping bottom and right edge flush.

6.  Using Thistle ink, stamp one large flower and one small flower 
above the Picture My Life card as shown.

7. Using Pear ink, stamp large leaf next to small flower as shown.

8.  Embellish page as shown using stamped leaf, Fundamental sticker, 
bitty sparkles, pink enamel gems, and white & gold ribbon.

ASSEMBLY (RIGHT PAGE)

1.  Attach 1" µ 12" Crystal Blue Fundamental strip to bottom of page 
with white pattern showing; attach ½" x 12" Glacier polka-dot zip 
strip directly above.

2.  Attach 2" µ 10½" Thistle Fundamental to left edge of page, keeping 
left edges flush; place 5" from bottom of page.

3.  Attach three 2¼" µ 2¼" White Daisy squares and the 2¼" µ 2¼" 
journaling square to page in two rows of two. To begin, place 
journaling square ¼" from right edge of Thistle Fundamental strip 
and ¼" from bottom of Thistle Fundamental strip. Place remaining 
squares above and next to journaling square, keeping ¼" in 
between all squares.

4.  Attach 2" µ ½" Glacier wave B&T to right edge of Thistle 
Fundamental strip, keeping side edges flush.

5.  Using sponge dauber technique #2, ink “PARADISE” stamp with 
Glacier, apply Lagoon ink, and then apply Whisper ink. Stamp 
onto page base, placing below White Daisy squares, with top of 
stamp about 1¼" down from Thistle Fundamental strip. Line up  
“E” in “PARADISE” with right edge of Thistle Fundamental strip. 

6.  Using Flaxen Fundamental stickers, spell “DESTINATION”  
above “PARADISE.” 

7.  Using White Daisy ink, stamp wave border image under“ 
PARADISE”; line up right end of wave border with “E” in 
“PARADISE.” 

8.  Using Thistle ink, stamp small flower by “P” in “PARADISE.” 
Using Pear ink, stamp leaf image about ½" from left side of flower 
as shown. 

9.  Mat 4" µ 6" photo with 6¼" µ 4¼" Flaxen sand dollar B&T. Place mat 
over Thistle cardstock, ¼" from White Daisy squares and 3¾" from 
bottom of page. Bottom right corner may overlap slightly with 
stamped leaf image. 

10.  Embellish page as shown using stamped parrot, stamped leaf, 
Fundamental stickers, pink enamel gems, and bitty sparkles.
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12" µ 12" WONDERFUL SUNSHINE LAYOUT 

SIZE  PAPER

12" µ 12" (2)  White Daisy Cardstock 
6" µ 6"   White Daisy Cardstock 
3¼" µ 3¼" (4)  White Daisy Cardstock 
6¼" µ 6¼"  Sorbet Fundamental 
8" µ 8"   Sorbet Fundamental 
12" µ 12"   Glacier Waves B&T

SUGGESTED PHOTOS

(3) 3" µ 3" 
(1) 6" µ 6"

PREPARATION

1.  Cut 12" µ 12" Glacier waves B&T in half diagonally to create two 
triangles; attach 12" µ 12" Glacier waves triangles to page bases so 
that waves appear upright, placing the first triangle in the top right 
corner of the left page and the second in the bottom left corner of 
the right page.  

2.  Cut out the 6" µ 4" “WONDERFUL” Picture My Life™ card, and then 
cut a  ½" vertical strip from the right edge of the card. Next cut a  
W" strip from the right side of the card. Then cut a ¼" strip from 
the right side of the card. Trim strips so they measure ½" µ 3¼",   
W" µ 3½", and ¼" µ 2", respectively, and so that the lines show on 
each piece and the boat does not.

3.  Cut “WONDERFUL” out of the same Picture My Life card in a strip 
that measures X" µ 2¼". Cut so “WONDERFUL” is slightly more  
on the left side than the right. Dovetail right end. 

4.  Trim the tag out of the 4" µ 3" Picture My Life card. Place the letter 
“O” from the Canary Fundamental stickers over the Flaxen circle  
at the top of the tag. Tie small knot with white & gold ribbon and 
attach over the “O”.

5.  Using Canary ink, stamp beach ball onto extra White Daisy 
cardstock and cut out.

6.  Using Whisper ink, stamp large starfish onto extra White Daisy 
cardstock and cut out.

ASSEMBLY (LEFT PAGE)

1.  Mat 6" µ 6" photo with 6¼" µ 6¼" Sorbet Fundamental square. 
Using 3-D foam tape, attach mat 2½" from top and about 3"  
from left edge of page. 

2.  Attach 3¼" µ ½" Picture My Life strip to left edge of Sorbet mat, 
about ¼" from bottom of mat.

3.  Using Whisper ink, stamp ship image onto page base below the 
mat on the left side. 

4.  Using sponge dauber technique #1, ink splash stamp in Glacier  
ink and add Lagoon ink to bottom edges. Stamp splash below ship 
as shown.

5.  Using Canary Fundamental stickers, spell “SUN” vertically on 
right side of ship, as shown. Attach “SHINE” from Fundamental 
sticker sheet at 90-degree angle from “SUN,” as shown. Place 
“WONDERFUL” Picture My Life strip above “SHINE.” 

6.  Using Glacier ink, stamp wave border image directly under title 
and ship stamp.

7.  Embellish page as shown using Fundamental stickers and blue dots.

ASSEMBLY (RIGHT PAGE)

1.  Attach 8" µ 8" Sorbet Fundamental to page, placing 2" from all page 
edges. White pattern should be showing.

2.  Mat 3" µ 3" photos with 3¼" µ 3¼" White Daisy squares. Attach to  
Sorbet Fundamental in two rows of two, keeping all squares ½" 
from Sorbet Fundamental edges and ½" in between all squares.

3.  Attach ¼" µ 2" Picture My Life strip directly above Sorbet 
Fundamental, placing it about ½" from left edge of Sorbet 
Fundamental; stamp “Smile” in Sorbet ink directly above strip.

4.  Attach 3½" µ W" Picture My Life strip to right edge of bottom  
right White Daisy square. Attach Picture My Life tag to square  
at slight angle.

5.  Using Sorbet ink, stamp small clamshell image on right edge of 
Sorbet Fundamental, about ½" above bottom right corner.

6.  Embellish page as shown using stamped starfish, stamped beach 
ball, Fundamental stickers, and blue dots.
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12" µ 12" HELLO ADVENTURE LAYOUT 

SIZE  PAPER

12" × 12" (2)  Glacier Cardstock 
4½" × 10"  Kraft Cardstock 
4½" × 6½"  Kraft Cardstock 
7½" × 1 1/4"  White Daisy Seagulls B&T 
½" × 12" (2)  Flaxen Stars B&T 
1/4" × 7½" (3)  Flaxen Stars B&T 
1½" × 5½"  Sapphire Anchors B&T 
9" × 2"   Sapphire Anchors B&T 
4" × 6"   White Daisy Cardstock 
3" × 4" (3)  White Daisy Cardstock 
1½" × 4½"  White Daisy Cardstock 

SUGGESTED PHOTOS

(3) 3" × 4" 
(1) 4" × 6"

PREPARATION

1.  Dovetail right end of 1½" × 5½" Sapphire anchors B&T; trim one  
¼" × 7½" Flaxen star B&T strip to ¼" × 5¾" and trim right end to 
match dovetail angle of Sapphire anchors B&T. 

2. Trim second ¼" × 7½" Flaxen star B&T strip to ¼" × 6½".

3.  Using 4" × 3" Sapphire striped Picture My Life card from layout one 
(with top border cut off), cut another 1" off the top of the card, so 
you have a 1" × 3" strip. Cut off border on left side of this strip. 
Using Sapphire ink, stamp “Hello” from My Acrylix® Hello 
Paradise onto center of strip.

4.  Trim “Nothing but blue skies ahead” from zip strip as shown. 
Dovetail ends. 

5.  Using masking stamping technique, stamp anchors image as 
shown onto extra White Daisy cardstock with Sapphire and Sorbet 
inks. Cut out or punch out with 1" circle punch.

6. Add journaling lines to 1½" × 4½" White Daisy strip if desired.

7.  Using Sapphire ink, stamp “Make a splash!” in top right corner of 
journaling.

8.  Using Sorbet ink, stamp crab onto extra White Daisy cardstock 
and cut out. 

9. Cut out 3" × 4" Flaxen boat Picture My Life card. 

ASSEMBLY (LEFT PAGE)

1. Attach ½" × 12" Flaxen star B&T to top of page.

2.  Place 7½" × 1¼" White Daisy seagulls B&T 1½" from left edge of 
page and 2" from top; attach 7½" × ¼" Flaxen star B&T strip directly 
to right, keeping edges flush.

3.  Attach 9" × 2" Sapphire anchors B&T directly to right of Flaxen 
stars B&T, keeping edges flush and placing Sapphire anchors B&T 
1" from top of page.

4.  Mat 4" × 6" photo with 4½" × 6½" kraft cardstock. Using 3-D foam 
tape, attach mat 1" from right edge of page and 3" from top.

5.  Place “Hello” Picture My Life strip directly to the right of Sapphire 
anchors B&T and directly above kraft mat. 

6.  Turn over ¼" × 6½" Flaxen star B&T so sand dollar pattern is 
showing. Place strip directly below kraft photo mat.

7.  Using Sapphire ink, stamp “ADVENTURE” under Flaxen sand 
dollar strip. 

8.  Place “Nothing but blue skies” zip strip below “ADVENTURE,” 
aligning with end of “ADVENTURE.” 

9.  Embellish page as shown with stamped anchor, Fundamental 
stickers, blue dots, and white & gold ribbon. 

ASSEMBLY (RIGHT PAGE)

1. Attach ½" × 12" Flaxen star B&T to top of page base.

2.  Attach 10" × 4½" kraft cardstock 1" from left edge of page and 1" 
from top.

3.  Attach 3" × 4" Flaxen boat Picture My Life card 3½" from top of 
page and flush with right edge of kraft cardstock.

4.  Attach 1½" × 5½" Sapphire anchors B&T directly below Picture My 
Life card. Place ¼" × 5¾" Flaxen star B&T directly below Sapphire 
anchors B&T, aligning right ends. 

5.   Attach journaling directly below ¼" × 5¾" Flaxen star B&T.

6. Attach 3" × 4" photos to kraft cardstock.

7.  Embellish page as shown using stamped crab, Fundamental 
stickers, and blue dots.
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12" µ 12" SIMPLY THE BEST LAYOUT 

SIZE  PAPER

12" × 12" (2)  Ombre B&T 
12" × 12" (1)  White Daisy Cardstock 
6" × 6"   White Daisy Cardstock  
3" × 4" (3)  White Daisy Cardstock 
12" × 1" (2)  Sapphire Anchors B&T 
3¼" × 4¼" (3)  Sapphire Cardstock 
6¼" × 6¼"  Sapphire Cardstock 
6½" × 6½" Glacier Cardstock 

SUGGESTED PHOTOS

(2) 3" × 4” 
(1) 6" × 6"

PREPARATION

1.  Using Slate ink, stamp dolphin onto extra White Daisy cardstock 
and cut out.

2.  Using second generation stamping technique, prepare large 
starfish with Hollyhock ink. Stamp onto extra White Daisy 
cardstock and cut out.

3.  Using Hollyhock ink, stamp small starfish onto extra White Daisy 
cardstock and cut out.

4.  Cut 12" × 12" White Daisy Cardstock in half diagonally, creating 
two large triangles.

5.  Turn first 12" × 12" ombre B&T so that Sapphire is on bottom.  
Using White Daisy ink, stamp wave border image onto bottom 
right corner. Re-ink stamp with White Daisy ink, and stamp border 
again directly above the first, creating a thicker border. Attach  
the first White Daisy triangle to the bottom left corner of page  
as shown. 

6.  Turn second 12" × 12" ombre B&T so that Sapphire is on bottom. 
Using White Daisy ink, stamp wave border image onto bottom  
left corner. Re-ink stamp with White Daisy ink, and stamp border 
again directly above the first, creating a thicker border. Attach  
the second White Daisy triangle to the bottom right corner of the 
page as shown. 

7. Trim a Pomegranate knotted rope zip strip to ½" × 4¼". 

8.  Cut out 4" × 6" Glacier boat Picture My Life card. Trim to 3¼" × 4 ¼" 
as shown so that boat is in bottom right corner.

9.  Cut out 6" × 4" "Simply the BEST" Picture My Life card. Trim to  
3" × 4" as shown so that sentiment is centered in rectangle.

10.  After cutting out a new  4" × 3" Sapphire striped Picture My Life 
card (different from card used in previous layouts), trim off ¾" 
from right side of card so you get a ¾" × 4" strip, as shown. 

ASSEMBLY (LEFT PAGE)

1.  Attach one 12" × 1" Sapphire anchors B&T strip to left edge of page, 
trimming top of strip diagonally to match angle of White Daisy 
cardstock as shown.

2.  Attach Glacier boat Picture My Life card 3" from bottom of page 
and 1" from right edge of Sapphire anchors B&T. Attach 
Pomegranate knotted rope zip strip to top of card.

3.  Mat one 3" × 4" photo with one 3¼" × 4¼" Sapphire cardstock piece. 
Attach mat ½" from right edge of Glacier boat Picture My Life card 
and 3" from bottom of page using 3-D foam tape.

4.  Mat “Simply the BEST” Picture My Life card with another 3¼" × 4¼" 
Sapphire piece, and attach ½" above Glacier boat Picture My Life 
card using 3-D foam tape.  

5.  Mat second 3" × 4" photo with remaining 3¼" × 4¼" Sapphire piece, 
and attach ½" above first photo mat using 3-D foam tape.

6.  Attach stamped dolphin to bottom corner of bottom photo using 
3-D foam tape.  

7. Embellish page as shown with pink enamel gems.

ASSEMBLY (RIGHT PAGE)

1.  Attach remaining 12" × 1" Sapphire anchors B&T strip to right edge 
of page, trimming top of strip diagonally to match angle of White 
Daisy cardstock as shown.

2.  Using Crystal Blue ink, stamp "Salt in the Air" sentiment 3" from 
bottom and 3½" from right edge of page.

3.  Attach 6½" × 6½" Glacier cardstock 2½" from top and ½" from left 
edge of page, with right edge barely overlapping “Salt in the Air” 
sentiment.

4.  Mat 6" × 6" photo with 6¼" × 6¼" Sapphire cardstock. Attach mat 
to center of Glacier cardstock using 3-D foam tape.

5.  Attach ¾" × 4" Sapphire striped Picture My Life strip directly above 
photo mat, about ½" from left edge of mat. 

6.  Embellish page as shown with stamped starfishes, Fundamental 
sticker, bitty sparkles, and pink enamel gems.
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12" µ 12" VACAY LAYOUT 

SIZE  PAPER

12" × 12" (2)  White Daisy Striped B&T 
1" × 12"   Smoothie Fundamental 
¾" × 5"  Smoothie Fundamental 
¾" × 10½"  Smoothie Fundamental 
2" × 6"   Smoothie Fundamental 
2" × 2" (8)  White Daisy Cardstock 
7" × 5"   White Daisy Cardstock 
½" × 9"   White Daisy Cardstock 
6" × 2"   Glacier Fundamental 
6" × 2"   Flaxen Stars B&T 
6" × 2"   Sapphire Anchors B&T 
6" × 2"   Glacier Waves B&T

SUGGESTED PHOTOS

(1) 7" × 5" 
(8) 2" × 2"

PREPARATION

 1.  Using sponge dauber technique #1, ink parrot stamp completely  
in Glacier ink. Then, using dauber, add Smoothie ink and Crystal 
Blue ink to sections of stamp as shown. Stamp onto extra White 
Daisy cardstock and cut out. 

2.  Cut 1¾" × ½" piece out of any remaining Flaxen stars Picture My 
Life card and dovetail one end.

3.  Cut ½" × 9" White Daisy cardstock strip into five identical 
journaling strips so each measures ½"× 1¾"

ASSEMBLY (LEFT PAGE)

1.  Attach 1" × 12" Smoothie Fundamental strip 1½" from bottom of page. 

2.  Attach ¾" × 5" Smoothie Fundamental strip 9½" from bottom of 
page, keeping right edges flush. Attach 5" of white & gold ribbon 
directly above strip.

3.  Using Pacifica ink, stamp “VACAY” above 1" × 12" Smoothie strip, 
3½" from left edge of page as shown. 

4.  Mat 7" × 5" photo with 7" × 5" White Daisy cardstock if desired. 
Attach mat in between Smoothie Fundamental strips, keeping 
right edge flush with right edge of page. 

5.  Mat three 2" × 2" photos with three 2" × 2" White Daisy cardstock 
pieces if desired. Attach one 2" × 2" mat to page, ¹/¹6" from left edge 
of 7" × 5" photo mat. Keep top of mat flush with top of white & gold 
ribbon. Attach two more 2" × 2" mats directly below first one.

6.  Embellish page as shown with stamped parrot, Fundamental 
sticker, white & gold ribbon, and blue dots.

ASSEMBLY (RIGHT PAGE)

1.  Attach ¾" × 10½" Smoothie Fundamental strip 1½" from top of 
page, keeping left edges flush. 

2.  Attach 6" × 2" Glacier Fundamental strip ¹/¹6" below Smoothie strip, 
keeping left edge flush with left edge of page. Center White Daisy 
journaling strips on Glacier strip and attach, leaving V" between 
each one as shown.

3.  Attach both 6" × 2" Smoothie Fundamental (with white pattern 
showing) and 6" × 2" Flaxen stars B&T strips to right of Glacier 
strip, leaving V" between each one. 

4.  Attach 6" × 2" Sapphire anchors B&T strip 1½" from bottom of page 
and V" to right of Flaxen strip. 

5.  Attach 6" × 2" Glacier waves B&T strip V" to right of Sapphire strip.

6.  Mat three 2" × 2" photos with three 2" × 2" White Daisy cardstock 
pieces if desired. Attach three mats to page, placing one directly 
below each of the first three 6" × 2" strips.

7.  Mat remaining two 2"× 2" photos with remaining 2" × 2" White 
Daisy cardstock pieces if desired. Place both below ½" × 10½" 
Smoothie Fundamental strip, with one mat above each of the  
6" × 2" strips.

8.  Embellish page as shown using Flaxen stars Picture My Life strip, 
Fundamental stickers, white & gold ribbon, and blue dots.
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12" µ 12" MAKING MEMORIES LAYOUT 

SIZE  PAPER

12" × 12" (2)  White Daisy Seagulls B&T  
1" × 12" (4)  Glacier Cardstock 
4" × 9½" (2)  Pacifica Cardstock 
2¼" × 2¼" (2)  Pixie Fundamental 
2" × 2" (4)  White Daisy Cardstock 
4" × 6" (2)  White Daisy Cardstock 
2" × 3"   White Daisy Cardstock 
2¼" × 2¼" (2)  Canary Fundamental 
4¼" × 6¼" (2)  Pomegranate Bows B&T 
2¼" × 3¼"  Whisper Cardstock

SUGGESTED PHOTOS

(2) 4" × 6"  
(4) 2" x 2"

PREPARATION

1.  Using Slate ink, stamp dolphin onto extra White Daisy Cardstock 
and cut out.

2.  Using Slate ink, stamp cruise ship onto extra White Daisy 
Cardstock. Ink splash stamp completely with Glacier ink. Then, 
using the rock ‘n’ roll stamping technique, ink edges of waves in 
Pacifica. Stamp directly in line with cruise ship image as shown 
and cut out.

3.  Dovetail one 4" end of each 4" × 9½" Pacifica cardstock piece  
as shown.

4.  If desired, draw journaling lines onto 2" × 3" White Daisy  
cardstock, placing the first line X" from the top.  

ASSEMBLY (LEFT PAGE)

1.  Attach one 1" × 12" Glacier cardstock strip on bottom of page and 
another on top of page.

2.  Place one 4" × 9½" Pacifica piece 4" from bottom of page, keeping 
right edge flush with right edge of page as shown.

3.  Using masking stamping technique if desired, ink left half of the 
wave border image with White Daisy ink. Stamp image onto 
bottom of Pacifica cardstock near the dovetailed end as shown.

4.  Mat one 4" × 6" photo with one 4¼" × 6¼" Pomegranate bows B&T. 
Place mat 2½" from bottom of page and ½" from right edge. Mat 
should cover right end of wave border.

5.  Mat two 2" × 2" photos with two 2¼" × 2¼" Pixie Fundamental 
squares. Attach one mat ½" above Pomegranate bows B&T and ½" 
from right edge of page using 3-D foam tape. Attach second mat 
¼" to the left of the first mat using 3-D foam tape.

6.  Using Canary Fundamental stickers, spell “MAKING” directly 
above Pacifica cardstock as shown. Attach “MEMORIES” from 
Fundamental sticker sheet on Pacifica cardstock below and slightly 
to the right of “MAKING.” 

7.  Embellish page as show with stamped dolphin, Fundamental 
stickers, bitty sparkles, and pink enamel gems.

ASSEMBLY (RIGHT PAGE)

1.  Attach one 1" × 12" Glacier cardstock strip on bottom of page and 
another on top of page.

2.  Place remaining 4" × 9½" Pacifica piece 4" from bottom of page, 
keeping left edge flush with left edge of page as shown.

3.  Using masking stamping technique if desired, ink right half of the 
wave border image with White Daisy ink. Stamp image onto 
bottom of Pacifica cardstock near the dovetailed end as shown.

4.  Mat second 4" × 6" photo with second 4¼" × 6¼" Pomegranate 
bows B&T. Place mat 2½" from top of page and ½" from left edge.

5.  Mat two remaining 2" × 2" photos with two 2¼" × 2¼" Canary 
Fundamental squares. Attach one mat 2½" from bottom of page 
and ½" from left edge of page using 3-D foam tape. Attach second 
mat ¼" to right of the first mat using 3-D foam tape.

6.  Place stamped cruise ship over right end of wave border image 
using 3-D tape. 

7.  Mat journaling with 2¼" × 3¼" Whisper cardstock. Place mat ¼"  
to the right of the Canary mat and ¹/¹6" below Pacifica cardstock 
using 3-D foam tape.

8.  Embellish page as shown using Fundamental stickers, bitty 
sparkles, and pink enamel gems. 
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12" µ 12" EXPLORE LAYOUT 

SIZE  PAPER

12" µ 12" (2)  Glacier Cardstock 
10¼" µ 10¼" (2)  Pacifica Cardstock 
10" µ 10" (2)  White Daisy Cardstock 
3" µ 3" (4)  White Daisy Cardstock 
7" µ 5"   White Daisy Cardstock 
3" µ 4"   White Daisy Cardstock 
3¼" µ 3¼" (4)  Flaxen Sand Dollar B&T 
7¼" µ 5¼"  Smoothie Fundamental 
1" µ 10" (2)  Smoothie Fundamental 
3¼" µ 4¼"  Smoothie Fundamental

SUGGESTED PHOTOS

(1) 7" µ 5" 
(1) 3" µ 4" 
(4) 3" µ 3"

PREPARATION

1.  Using Glacier ink, stamp three small flowers onto extra White 
Daisy cardstock and cut out.

2.  Using second generation stamping technique, prepare small 
flower with Pacifica ink; stamp onto extra White Daisy cardstock 
and cut out.

3.  Using Sorbet ink, stamp one small flower image onto extra White 
Daisy cardstock and cut out.

4.  Using second generation stamping technique, prepare small 
flower with Sorbet ink. Then, using the rock ‘n’ roll stamping 
technique, ink edges of flower with Pacifica. Stamp onto extra 
White Daisy cardstock and cut out.

5.  Ink small flower with Glacier ink. Then, using the rock ‘n’ roll 
stamping technique, ink edges of flower with Pacifica. Stamp onto 
extra White Daisy cardstock and cut out. Repeat this step with 
large flower. 

6.  Using second generation stamping technique, prepare large flower 
stamp with Sorbet ink. Then, using the rock ‘n’ roll stamping 
technique, ink edges of flower with Sorbet. Stamp onto extra White 
Daisy cardstock and cut out.

7.  Ink large flower stamp with Sorbet ink. Then, using the rock ‘n’ roll 
stamping technique, ink edges of flower with Pacifica. Stamp onto 
extra White Daisy cardstock and cut out.

8.  Using second generation stamping technique, prepare  large 
flower with Pacifica ink; stamp onto extra White Daisy cardstock 
and cut out.

9.  Using Pacifica ink, stamp large flower onto extra White Daisy 
cardstock and cut out.

ASSEMBLY (LEFT PAGE)

1.  Attach one 10¼" × 10¼" Pacifica cardstock piece to bottom right 
corner of page base. Attach one 10" × 10" White Daisy cardstock 
piece directly on top of Pacifica cardstock so bottom and right 
edge are flush with page base. 

2.  Attach 1" × 10" Smoothie Fundamental strip 1" from bottom of 
page, with white pattern showing. 

3.  Mat 7" × 5" photo with 7¼" × 5¼" Smoothie Fundamental. Attach mat 
¼" above 1" × 10" Smoothie strip and ¼" from right edge of page.

4.  Mat one 3" × 3" photo with one 3¼" × 3¼" Flaxen sand dollar B&T. 
Attach mat ½" to the left of Smoothie mat, keeping top of mat in 
line with top of Smoothie mat.

5.  Add journaling lines beneath 3" × 3" photo if desired. 

6.  Using Pacifica ink, stamp anchor image above left corner of 1" × 10" 
Smoothie strip. 

7.  Using second generation stamping technique, prepare small flower 
with Sorbet ink. Then, using the rock n’ roll stamping technique, 
ink edges of flower with Sorbet. Stamp to the right of the anchor. 

8.  Using masking stamping technique if desired, ink half of large 
flower with Sorbet. Use second generation stamping technique, 
lighten flower and then stamp below anchor so that half of flower 
seems to disappear behind Smoothie strip. 

9.  Ink small flower with Pacifica, and stamp onto page base about 1½" 
to the right of the anchor. 

10.  Attach one large stamped flower and one small stamped flower  
to cluster as shown using 3-D tape. 

11.  Set aside one large stamped flower and one small stamped flower 
for right page. Cluster remaining stamped flower around top  
right corner of 7" × 5" photo as desired using 3-D foam tape for 
some flowers. 

12.  Embellish page as shown using bitty sparkles, blue dots, and 
white & gold ribbon.

ASSEMBLY (RIGHT PAGE)

1.  Attach remaining 10¼" × 10¼" Pacifica cardstock piece to bottom 
left corner of page base. Attach remaining 10" × 10" White Daisy 
cardstock piece directly on top of Pacifica cardstock so bottom and 
right edge are flush with page base. 

2.  Attach 1" × 10" Smoothie Fundamental strip 1" from bottom of 
page, with white pattern showing. 

3.  Mat 3" × 4" photo to 3¼" × 4¼" Smoothie Fundamental; place mat 
½" above 1" × 10" Smoothie strip and 1¾" from right edge of page.
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4.  Mat three remaining 3" × 3" photos to three remaining 3¼" × 3¼" 
Flaxen sand dollar B&T squares. Attach first mat ½" from left edge 
of Smoothie mat and ½" above Smoothie strip.

5.  Attach last two Flaxen mats ½" above the other mats, making sure 
the left edges align with left edge of the mats below. 

6.  Using second generation stamping technique, prepare large flower 
with Sorbet ink. Then, using the rock n’ roll stamping technique, 
ink edges of flower with Sorbet. Stamp on right side of top right 
Flaxen mat as shown. 

7.   Using second generation stamping technique, prepare small 
flower with Sorbet. Stamp below and to the left of the large flower. 

8.  Place circle Fundamental sticker below large flower as shown; 
finish cluster by attaching stamped large flower and stamped 
small flower as desired using 3-D tape.

9.  Attach “EXPLORE” from Fundamental sticker sheet to right side 
of Smoothie mat as shown. 

10.  Embellish page as shown with Fundamental stickers, bitty 
sparkles, blue dots, and white & gold ribbon.
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12" µ 12" HELLO PARADISE LAYOUT 

SIZE  PAPER

12" × 12" (2)  White Daisy Cardstock 
4" × 3" (4)  White Daisy Cardstock 
½" × 6½"   White Daisy Cardstock 
6" × 6"   White Daisy Cardstock 
¼" × 12" (2)  Pacifica Cardstock 
3½" × 4¼" (4)  Pear Cardstock 
6½" × 6½"  Pear Cardstock 
2" × 11" (2)  Pear Fundamental 
2" × 11" (2)  Canary Fundamental

SUGGESTED PHOTOS

(4) 4" × 3" 
(1) 6" × 6"

ASSEMBLY (LEFT PAGE)

1. Attach ¼" × 12" Pacifica cardstock strip to top of page.

2.  Using Glacier, Hollyhock, Pacifica, and Sweet Leaf inks, stamp an arc 
of small flowers across the top left corner of page base as shown. 

3.  Place 2" × 11" Canary Fundamental (with white pattern showing)  
1½" from bottom and ½" from left edge of page.

4.  Place 2" × 11" Pear Fundamental (with white pattern showing) ½" 
above Canary strip and ½" from left edge of page.

5.  Mat 4" × 3" photos with 4½" × 3½" Pear cardstock pieces. Place first 
mat 4" from left edge of page and ½" from bottom of page. Attach 
second Pear mat ¼" from right edge of first. 

6.  Attach last two Pear pieces ¼" directly above the first two mats  
as shown. 

7.  Cut ½" × 6½" White Daisy cardstock in half to create two ½" × 3¼" 
strips. Attach to Canary Fundamental as shown for journaling. 
Embellish page as shown with Fundamental sticker and blue dots. 

ASSEMBLY (RIGHT PAGE)

1. Attach ¼" × 12" Pacifica cardstock strip to top of page.

2.  Stamp an arc of four parrot images across top right corner of page 
base as shown, leaving about 1½" in between each parrot. For each 
parrot, ink the stamp completely with Canary. Then, using sponge 
dauber technique #1, add the following colors to the right edge of 
the parrot: first parrot—Sweet Leaf, second parrot—Hollyhock, third 
parrot—Glacier, fourth parrot—Pacifica. 

3.  Using a different ink color each time, stamp a small flower to the 
left of each parrot using Glacier, Pacifica, Sweet Leaf, and 
Hollyhock inks.

4.  Attach 2" × 11" Canary cardstock (with white pattern showing) 1½" 
from bottom and ½" from left edge of page.

5.  Attach 2" × 11" Pear Fundamental (with white pattern showing) ½" 
above Canary strip and ½" from left edge of page.

6.  Mat 6" × 6" photo with 6½" × 6½" Pear cardstock. Place the mat  
1½" from left edge and ½" from bottom of page.

7.  Using sponge dauber technique #2, ink entire “PARADISE” stamp 
with Glacier; apply Lagoon and then apply Pacifica.  Stamp above 
6½" × ½" Pear mat, with sentiment slightly more to the left. Using 
Sweet Leaf ink, stamp “Hello” above “PARADISE.”

8.  Embellish page as shown with bitty sparkles and blue dots.


